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Even if the parameters determining a system’s state are varied smoothly, the behavior of quantum
correlations alike to quantum discord, and of its classical counterparts, can be very peculiar, with the
appearance of non-analyticities in its rate of change. Herewe review this sudden change phenomenon
(SCP) discussing some important points related to it: Its uncovering, interpretations, and experimen-
tal verifications, its use in the context of the emergence of the pointer basis in a quantummeasurement
process, its appearance and universality under Markovian and non-Markovian dynamics, its theoret-
ical and experimental investigation in some other physical scenarios, and the related phenomenon
of double sudden change of trace distance discord. Several open questions are identified, and we
envisage that in answering them we will gain significant further insight about the relation between
the SCP and the symmetry-geometric aspects of the quantum state space.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In principle, it is always possible to find a local observable whose measurement does not disturb a system in
a classical-incoherent state. However, the presence of quantum coherence in composite-correlated systems makes
local interrogation without disturbance inconceivable [1]. Quantum discord (QD) is the generic name we give to
correlations that have a quantum character. Actually, the minimum “distance” between the states of a multipartite
system after and before a local measurement is quantified by discord-like functions [2]. This kind of correlation is
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2more general than quantum entanglement and has been shown to be important not only for the fundamentals of
physics [3–8] but also as a resource for quantum information science (QIS) [9–11] applications. A few examples of
QIS “protocols” for which there are strong evidences that QD is key for fueling the quantum advantage are noisy
computation [12], state merging [13, 14], assisted state discrimination [15], cryptography [16], energy transport [17],
quantum illumination [18], remote state preparation [19], data hidding [20], and metrology [21, 22].
Although many useful theoretical developments are usually made in QIS by considering first idealized isolated
systems, subsequently their realistic open dynamics must be taken into account [9–11]. Quantum features such as
entanglement and discord are particularly fragile to the influence of the environment. This kind of interaction usually
smears the quantumness of the system of interest, inducing it to behave in a more classical manner. Such type of
process is detrimental for applications of these quantities in QIS and generally goes under the name of decoherence.
Motivated by that observation, much effort have been made in order to describe how useful quantum features are
affected by several kinds of decoherent dynamics. In particular, the dynamic behavior of quantum discord has been
shown to be very peculiar [23], with sudden discontinuities in its derivative being identified and analyzed in diverse
physical scenarios.
This sudden change phenomenon (SCP) of classical and quantum correlations has been the theme of numerous
works in the last few years, with considerable developments being put forward. Its geometric description and in-
terpretation were addressed [24–29]. It has been regarded in the context of classical and quantum phase transitions
[30–35] and in the dynamics of critical systems [36–38]. Considering Markovian [39–45] and non-Markovian [46] de-
coherent dynamics, the establishment of system-environment correlations was investigated in Refs. [47–51], while
the protection of quantum correlations was adressed in Refs. [52–56]. Moreover, investigations of systems in rel-
ativistic motion [57–59] or subjects to classical, chaotic, thermal, and other kinds of noise environments were also
reported [60–71]. Studies considering interesting physical systems like quantum dots [72, 73], atoms interacting with
separated or common cavities [74–76] or interacting via plasmonic waveguides [77, 78] appeared in the literature.
Finally, some interesting physical interpretations, as e.g. related to the emergence of the pointer basis in a quantum
measurement process [79], or the worst-case-scenario fidelity of quantum teleportation [80] and the quantum speed
limits [81] shed new light on the subject. Here we shall make a survey of some important points related to these
developments intending to open up the path for reaching a better physical and information-theoretic understanding
of the SCP of classical and quantum correlations, bringing out thus its possible role in physics and in QIS.
II. QUANTUMMECHANICS, OPEN SYSTEMDYNAMICS AND QUANTUM CORRELATIONS
In this section, we present some important concepts of quantum mechanics and the quantification of correlations.
We start, in Sec. II A, by recalling the postulates of quantum mechanics, with particular emphasis on the description
of open quantum dynamics via the Kraus’ operator-sum representation. In Sec. II B we present the primary concepts
involved in quantum, classical, and total correlation quantification and describe some of the correlation measures
considered in this article. Our exposition shall be limited to discrete systems divided in two parts, but the main ideas
can be straightforwardly translated to multipartite systems.
A. Quantummechanics of closed and open systems
In standard quantum mechanics [9], the states of closed systems are described by normalized vectors on a projec-
tive Hilbert spaceH. In Schrödinger’s picture, these vectors evolve unitarily (and therefore reversibly): |ψt〉 = U |ψ〉,
with U being a linear operator such that UU † = U †U = I and I|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 for all |ψ〉 ∈ H. The time evolution operator
U satisfies Schrödinger’s equation: i~∂tU = HU , whereH is the system Hamiltonian. Observables are described by
Hermitian operators, O = O†. For a system prepared in state |ψ〉, measurements of O at a time t yield one of its real
eigenvalues oi with probability given by Born’s rule: pi = |〈oi|ψt〉|2 (O =
∑
i oi|oi〉〈oi| is the spectral decomposition
of O). Immediate subsequent measurements of O always produce the same result. Because of this repeatability of
measurements, one says that the system’s state “jumps” to the observable’s corresponding eigenvector |oi〉, which
will be the system’s state immediately after the measurement. Thus, in quantum mechanics the measurement pro-
cess will irreversibly change the state of the system unless it is prepared in one of the eigenstates of the observable
being measured.
All systems in Nature generally interact with their surrounds, thus breaking local unitarity. Considering that
quantum states lies at the core of quantum information science, this fact has been particularly important in the
development of this theory, whose main focus is the manipulation of the information stored in the quantum degrees
of freedom [9]. In this open system scenario, we may use the standard quantum description for the whole universe,
but more general mathematical tools are needed when we focus on the description of some particular subsystem. In
3this case, because of the correlations generated between this system and the rest of the universe (the environment),
the state of the first must be described by a convex mixture of state vectors, a density operator ρ, which is a positive-
semidefinite, ρ ≥ 0, linear operator with unit trace, Tr(ρ) = 1.
In what follows we briefly describe the dynamics of open quantum systems in terms of the so called operator sum
representation [9]. Let D(H) be the space of density operators, HS ⊗ HE be the whole system Hilbert space, and
ρ = ρS ⊗ |E0〉〈E0| be the initial system-environment state. ρS ∈ D(HS) is the system initial state and {|Ei〉} is an
orthonormal basis forHE . We can take the environment as being described by a pure state since we can always treat
its purification without changing physical conclusions.
Then, assuming that the entire system evolves by means of a unitary operation, ρt = UρU
†, and considering the
partial trace over the environment degrees of freedomwe obtain
ρSt = TrE(ρt) =
∑
lKlρ
SK†l , (1)
which is the operator sum representation of the evolved system state [82–84]. The set {Ki} are the Kraus operators,
whose matrix elements in the basis |Si〉 ∈ HS are defined as
〈Sm|Kl|Sn〉 ≡ 〈SmEl|U |SnE0〉. (2)
In the last equation and hereafterwe shall use the notation |φψ〉 := |φ〉⊗|ψ〉. One can easily verify that∑lK†lKl = IS ,
what implies that the evolution (1) is trace-preserving, i.e. Tr(ρSt ) = 1 for all times. Equation (1) is the most general
quantum evolution, known as a completely-positive and trace-preserving map.
B. Quantum discord quantifiers
Let’s consider a bipartite system with Hilbert spaceHa⊗Hb. When can the correlations between the parties a and
b be regarded as being classical? One way to answer this question is by recalling that coherent superpositions are a
fundamental character of quantum systems [85]; and that the measurement of an observable, for a system prepared
in a state other than its eigenstates, will involve wave function collapse and disturbance. So, it is reasonable to
say that if the state of a bipartite system is invariant, not disturbed, under the composition of (non-selective) local
projective measurement maps (LPMMs), i.e., if ∃Πa,Πb | Πa◦Πb(ρ) = ρ, then the correlations between its constituent
parts are of a classical nature. In the above equations, a LPMM applied to sub-system a is defined as
Πa(ρ) :=
∑
jΠ
a
j ⊗ IbρΠaj ⊗ Ib, (3)
with
∑dimHa
j=1 Π
a
j = Ia and Π
a
jΠ
a
k = δjkΠ
a
j ; and the analogous definition follows for Πb(ρ) :=
∑
j Ia ⊗ΠbjρIa ⊗Πbj .
One can easily verify that, for the so dubbed classical-classical states,
ρcc =
∑
j,kpjkΠ
a
j ⊗Πbk, (4)
where pjk is an arbitrary probability distribution (pjk ≥ 0 and
∑
j,k pjk = 1), we haveΠa◦Πb(ρcc) = ρcc. For a system
prepared in such a state, there is no quantum uncertainty associated with measurements of the local observables
A =
∑
j ajΠ
a
j and B =
∑
k bkΠ
b
k. Following these lines, the classical-quantum states (invariance under a LPMM on
a: Πa(ρcq) = ρcq),
ρcq =
∑
jpjΠ
a
j ⊗ ρbj , (5)
and the quantum-classical states (not disturbed by a LPMM on b: Πb(ρqc) = ρqc),
ρqc =
∑
jpjρ
a
j ⊗Πbj , (6)
are also important for the theory and applications of quantum discord quantifiers. In the last two equations, pj is
a probability distribution and ρsj ∈ D(Hs) are density operators for s = a, b. We observe that in addition to the
nondisturbability-based characterization above, the classicality of the correlations between the subsystems a and
b, prepared in either one of these three classes of states, can be given an operational interpretation in terms of the
possibility of locally broadcast them [86, 87].
Now that we have defined what may be considered as being the classical states, i.e., those states not possessing
quantum correlations, in order to quantify the amount of quantumness in the correlations of a generic bipartite
density operator ρ, we can use the distance or distinguishability between ρ and the regarded classical states. But
4using any classical state would be ambiguous; thus we utilize the classical states which “seems more” like ρ. That is
to say, we define
Dd(ρ) := min
ρcc
d(ρ, ρcc) ≡ min
pjk,Πaj ,Π
b
j
d(ρ,
∑
j,kpjkΠ
a
j ⊗Πbk), (7)
Dad(ρ) := minρcq
d(ρ, ρcq) ≡ min
pj ,Πaj ,ρ
b
j
d(ρ,
∑
jpjΠ
a
j ⊗ ρbj), (8)
Dbd(ρ) := min
ρqc
d(ρ, ρqc) ≡ min
pj ,ρaj ,Π
b
j
d(ρ,
∑
jpjρ
a
j ⊗Πbj), (9)
where d is a distance or distinguishability measure for density operators.
It is worthwhile noticing that there is a related, but somewhat more operational way to define discord quantifiers.
In this approach one starts by recognizing that a LPMM transforms ρ into a classical state. Thus, QD is defined as
the distance between a state ρ and the closest classical state obtained by applying a LPMM to it, i.e.,
Dd(ρ) = min
Πa,Πb
d(ρ,Πa ◦Πb(ρ)), (10)
Dad(ρ) = min
Πa
d(ρ,Πa(ρ)), (11)
Dbd(ρ) = min
Πb
d(ρ,Πb(ρ)). (12)
These quantifiers capture the essence of quantum discord, which is equal to the minimum amount of correlation
that is inevitably erased by a LPMM. It is noticeable that there is no extremization over probability distributions or
over local states in these last three expressions. This is so because, in this case, they are determined by ρ and by the
LPMM. It is interesting observing that we would have Dd ≡ Dd if we set pjk = Tr(Πaj ⊗Πbkρ) in the equation forDd.
Besides, Πa(ρ) ≡ ρcq if we make pj = Tr(Πaj ⊗ Ibρ) and ρbj = Tra(p−1j Πaj ⊗ IbρΠaj ⊗ Ib) in Eq. (8) and Πb(ρ) ≡ ρqc if we
use pj = Tr(Ia ⊗Πbjρ) and ρaj = Trb(p−1j Ia ⊗ΠbjρIa ⊗Πbj) in Eq. (9). But now let us address an important issue about
these two types of QD quantifiers, one of then that, to the best of our knowledge, has not been addressed in literature.
It is true, for instance, that any state in the class ρcc can in principle be produced. Nevertheless, it is also well known
that the probability distribution induced by local measurements (PDILM) on a system prepared in a certain state ρ
cannot, in general, simulate all PDILM. One famous example of this fact is found in the Bell nonlocality scenario
[88]. Therefore, in addition to make the optimization problem more involved, the measures in Eqs. (7), (8), and (9)
may lead to misleading results due to the application of classical states possible “unrelated” to ρ, i.e., that cannot be
obtained from ρ via LPMMs.
After a LPMM is applied, a and b can still be correlated if, e.g., pjk 6= paj pbk, with paj and pbk being probability distri-
butions. This remaining correlation may be said to have a classical nature. But then, before the LPMM, the system
posses two kinds of correlation. And it would be nothing but natural assuming that both types of correlation, the
classical correlation (CC) and the quantum discord, add up to give the total correlation (TC) in ρ. Surprisingly, the
panorama of the theory for measures of CCs and of TCs is even less satisfactorily developed than for QD. Next we
regard some possible approaches that may be followed for the quantification of TC and of CC in bipartite states. A
good starting point for that is the definition of uncorrelated states. If the sub-systems a and b are prepared inde-
pendently, respectively, in states ̟a and ̟b, then their joint density operator would be the product state ̟a ⊗̟b.
Similarly to what was done for QD, these states can be used to define a measure of TC
Id(ρ) := min
̟a,̟b
d(ρ,̟a ⊗̟b). (13)
We use Id instead of Td because of the historic and present importance mutual information (MI) has for TC quantifi-
cation. Actually, the MI, which is defined as
I(ρ) := S(ρa) + S(ρb)− S(ρ) (14)
with
S(x) := −Tr(x log2 x) (15)
being the von Neumann’s entropy, is the only TC measure already given an operational meaning [89].
It is intuitively expected that the closest product state of ρ is obtained from the tensor product of its reductions.
And for the distinguishability measure named quantum relative entropy [90],
dre(ρ, ξ) := Tr(ρ(log2 ρ− log2 ξ)), (16)
5this is indeed the case [91, 92], i.e.,
Ire(ρ) := min
̟a,̟b
dre(ρ,̟a ⊗̟b) = dre(ρ, ρa ⊗ ρb) ≡ I(ρ). (17)
So, this TC is equal to mutual information. It is rather curious that e.g. for the trace distance,
dtr(x, y) := ||x− y||tr, (18)
where
||x||tr := Tr
√
x†x (19)
is the trace norm of x, the state ρa ⊗ ρb is not in general the uncorrelated state most similar to ρ [93]. This issue
certainly deserves additional-thoroughly investigation. This fact also motivates using a more operational definition
also for TC. One possibility would be defining
Id(ρ) := min
Ω
d(ρ,Ω(ρ)), (20)
where
Ω(ρ) :=
∑
jpj(U
a
j ⊗ U bj )ρ(Uaj ⊗ U bj )† (21)
is a randomizing (decoupling) map leading any ρ into product states and Usj are appropriately chosen unitary oper-
ators acting on Hs. Although being more difficult to calculate, the total correlation in Eq. (20) may be more suitable
because in general (some property of) ρmay restrict the possible product states that can be produced by Ω acting on
it.
What about classical correlation quantifiers? One possibility is arguing for additivity for correlations and simply
define
Cd(ρ) := Id(ρ)−Dd(ρ). (22)
Or one can use the classical state minimizing the equation for e.g. Dd, and define the CC of ρ as the TC of this
state. We could continue presenting several other ways in which CC may be defined. Actually, this observation is
in its own an indication that these definitions are not, in general, operationally satisfying. The only CC quantifier
with a well defined information theoretic interpretation that we know of was inspired by the Holevo bound and
was proposed by Henderson and Vedral in Ref. [94]. But before presenting their CC measure, let us consider the
following equivalent distinguishability-based quantifier
Cahv(ρ) := max
Πa
Ire(Πa(ρ)) ≡ max
Πa
I(Πa(ρ)) = max
Πa
j
[S(
∑
jpjΠ
a
j ) + S(
∑
jpjρ
b
j)− S(
∑
jpjΠ
a
j ⊗ ρbj)]. (23)
As the states Πaj ⊗ ρbj have support in orthogonal subspaces of Ha ⊗Hb, one can verify that
S(
∑
jpjΠ
a
j ⊗ ρbj) = H(pj) +
∑
jpjS(Π
a
j ⊗ ρbj) = S(
∑
jpjΠ
a
j ) +
∑
jpjS(ρ
b
j), (24)
whereH(pj) := −
∑
j pj log2 pj is Shannon’s entropy. With this we get
Cahv(ρ) = max
Πa
j
[S(
∑
jpjρ
b
j)−
∑
jpjS(ρ
b
j)], (25)
which is the Holevo quantity maximized over LPMMs on particle a, which are used here to acquire information
about the subsystem b. Now, we recall that any local quantum operation can be written as
$a(ρ) =
∑
jK
a
j ⊗ IbρKa†j ⊗ Ib, (26)
with
∑
j K
a†
j K
a
j = Ia. As expected, $a does not change the state of b:
Tra($a(ρ)) =
∑
l〈al| ⊗ Ib
∑
jK
a
j ⊗ IbρKa†j ⊗ Ib|al〉 ⊗ Ib =
∑
l,j〈al|Kaj (
∑
m|am〉〈am|)⊗ IbρKa†j |al〉 ⊗ Ib
=
∑
l,j,m〈am| ⊗ IbρKa†j |al〉〈al|Kaj |am〉 ⊗ Ib =
∑
m〈am| ⊗ Ibρ|am〉 ⊗ Ib = Tra(ρ) = ρb. (27)
6As Πa is a particular kind of quantum operation, then ρb = Tra(ρ) = Tra(Πa(ρ)) =
∑
j pjρ
b
j and [94]
Cahv(ρ) = S(ρb)−min
Πa
j
∑
jpjS(ρ
b
j). (28)
This expression leads to a nice entropic interpretation for this CC. The state of b is the mixture
∑
j pjρ
b
j before and
after Πa is applied to a. However, because of the correlations between a and b, the information we get when a
collapses to Πaj forces b to be in one of the states ρ
b
j . And, on average, this decreases our uncertainty about the state
of b.
The notion of quantum discord as a quantum correlation quantifier was first introduced by Ollivier and Zurek in
Ref. [95] and is directly related to the Henderson-Vedral CC:
Daoz(ρ) := I(ρ)− Cahv(ρ). (29)
The motivation for the name “quantum discord” comes from the fact that classically the two definitions for correla-
tion, measured by mutual information, are equivalent, but in the quantum realm we can have I(ρ) 6= Cahv(ρ).
As we have seen in this sub-section, there are several motivations one can follow to define a quantum discord
quantifier. Of course, the same holds for classical and total correlations. And even within a certain “kind” of QD
quantifier, we can employ, for instance, several dissimilarity measures, which will imply in multiple QD functions.
Actually, many functions involving ρ and e.g. Πa(ρ) can be used to defined QD quantifiers. For some examples
of such quantities, see Refs. [1, 96–112] and references therein. This scenario has led to a variety of QDQs and has
motivated the discussion about which properties they should enjoy [113, 114]. But, as this is not the focus of this
work, any other QD quantifier, and the related issues, will be introduced as needed in our subsequent analysis of
the sudden change phenomenon.
III. UNCOVERING OF THE SCP AND ITS EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The sudden change phenomenon was discovered in 2009 by us, R. M. Serra and V. Vedral, and was first reported
in Ref. [23]. We considered the simple situation with two qubits prepared initially in a Bell-diagonal state and let
them to interact with local-independent environments. For the sake of definiteness, we will consider the so called
Pauli channels [10, 11]. These are the phase-damping channel, whose Kraus operators are
Kpd0 =
√
1− p I, Kpd1 =
√
p |0〉〈0| andKpd2 =
√
p |1〉〈1|, (30)
the bit flip, described by the operators
Kbf0 =
√
1− p I and Kbf1 =
√
p σ1, (31)
phase flip,
Kpf0 =
√
1− p I andKpf1 =
√
p σ3 (32)
and, finally, the bit-phase flip
Kbpf0 =
√
1− p I and Kbpf1 =
√
pσ2. (33)
p is the parametrized time, usually written as p = 1 − e−γt, with γ being the relaxation rate associated with the
environment. These quantum channels have the property that they preserve the Bell-diagonal form of the evolved
state, i.e.,
ρbdp =
∑
i,jK
qc
i ⊗Kqcj ρab0 Kqc
†
i ⊗Kqc
†
j = 2
−2
(
I
ab +Ξqcp ·Υ
)
. (34)
In the last equation Υ = (Υ1,Υ2,Υ3) := (σ1 ⊗ σ1, σ2 ⊗ σ2, σ3 ⊗ σ3) and the evolved correlation vectors Ξqcp =
(c
(p)
1 , c
(p)
2 , c
(p)
3 ), with c
(p)
j = Tr(ρ
ab
p Υj), are given by
Ξ
pd
p =
(
c1(1− p)2, c2(1− p)2, c3
)
, (35)
Ξ
bf
p =
(
c1, c2(1− 2p)2, c3(1− 2p)2
)
, (36)
Ξ
pf
p =
(
c1(1− 2p)2, c2(1− 2p)2, c3
)
, (37)
Ξ
bpf
p =
(
c1(1− 2p)2, c2, c3(1− 2p)2
)
. (38)
7Figure 1. Illustration of the situation in which two systems are initially prepared in a quantum-correlated state and afterwards let
to interact with local-independent environments.
For the Bell-diagonal class of states, the Ollivier-Zurek quantum discord (symmetric or asymmetric) can be com-
puted analytically and reads [115–117]:
Doz(ρ
bd
p ) = I(ρ
bd
p )− Chv(ρbdp ) =
∑1
i,j=0λij log2(4λij)− 2−1
∑1
i=0
(
1 + (−1)icp
)
log2
(
1 + (−1)icp
)
, (39)
where λij = 2
−2
(
1 + (−1)ic(p)1 − (−1)i+jc(p)2 + (−1)jc(p)3
)
and
cp = max(|c(p)1 |, |c(p)2 |, |c(p)3 |). (40)
For the sake of understanding themathematical origin of the SCP from these equations, we first call the attention for
the fact that the components of Ξqcp change differently with time, with their decaying rates depending on the kind of
environment the system is interacting with. So, fixed an initial state Ξqc0 and the quantum channel, with exception of
those Ξqc0 with the constant component null or greater than all the others, at the time dubbed sudden change time,
psc, the index of the coefficient with greatermodulus shall become different. And this can happens only if the change
rate of cp<psc is different from that of cp>psc (see the example in Fig. 2). Well, and in this scenario it is this change
of decay rate of cp that leads to the sudden change phenomenon of the classical correlation, Chv, and of quantum
discord, Doz. Note that once the quantum mutual information, I , does not depend on cp, it decays monotonically
with time, without abrupt changes.
For all channels mentioned in this section, the SCP happens when |κ| = max(|κ′|, |κ′′|), with κ being the con-
stant component of the correlation vector and κ′ and κ′′ being the components of Ξqc0 that shall be affected by the
interaction with the environment. Thus, in the case of the phase damping channel, the sudden change time is
psc = 1−
√
|κ|
max(|κ′|, |κ′′|) = 1−
√
|c3|
max(|c1|, |c2|) , (41)
and for the other three channels psc = 2
−1(1−
√
|κ|/max(|κ′|, |κ′′|)). It is worthwhile noticing also that if |κ| 6= 1 and
κ 6= 0, there always exists a quantum channel and an initial state for which psc ∈ (0, 1); thus the SCP is seen to be
universal.
Now, in order to comprehend the physical origin of the SCP, we start by observing that a positive value of QD is
obligatorily linked to a minimum amount of correlation between the subsystems that has to be destroyed by the non-
selective measurement of local-compatible observables. Although, to our knowledge, there is no proof for general
states, in the case of Bell-diagonal states we can verify that at the sudden change time the less disturbing observable
is also altered. We anticipate that the resource theory of asymmetry [118] can shed more light on the interpretation
and possible applications of the SCP in the general scenario. Determining formally the relationship between the SCP
and the resource theory of asymmetry is an important open problem.
Soon after been reported in Ref. [23], the SCP was verified experimentally by Xu et al., as described in Ref. [119].
They used as qubits the polarization degrees of freedom of two photons generated via parametric down conversion.
One of the qubits was then subject to a simulated-controlled dephasing environment. Moreover, the authors also
verified the transition between the classical and quantum decoherence regimes, that have been theoretically noticed
in Ref. [120]. The dynamics shown in Fig. 2 is one example of such a transition, where for p < psc (p > psc)
only classical (quantum) correlations are affected by the interaction with the environment. In 2011, we and our co-
workers observed experimentally these dynamical behaviors for the real dephasing and dissipative environments
encountered in liquid state nuclear magnetic resonance, where the two qubits were encoded in the 1H and 13C
spin-1/2 nuclei [121]. A detailed description of related theory and experiments can be found in Refs. [122–124].
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Figure 2. Example of sudden change phenomenon taking place when an initial Bell-diagonal state with correlation vector Ξ0 =
(−0.26, 0.54, 0.40) undergoes time evolution under local phase damping channels. Here, the sudden change time is psc ≈ 0.14.
The inset shows the time evolution of the components of the correlation vector and cp. We see that |c
(p)
3 | ≶ |c
(p)
2 | for p ≶ psc.
So, as the rate of change of these two components is different, so is the decaying rate of the classical, Chv , and quantum, Doz,
correlation in the two quite distinct dynamical behavior regimes. For the environments and correlationmeasures regarded in this
section, the classical correlation is constant from psc thereon and there is only one possible value for psc, what shall be relevant
in the discussion about the emergence of the pointer basis included in Sec. IV. Because the mutual information I = Chv + Doz
is a monotonically decaying function of p, for p > psc the decaying rate of the quantum discord must be equal to that of the MI:
∂pDoz = ∂pI . This fact indicates that if ∂pChv = ∂pI for p < psc, then we shall have what has been called the freezing of quantum
discord or the classical decoherence regime.
IV. THE SCP AND THE EMERGENCE OF THE POINTER BASIS
In quantum mechanics, for any observable we can think of, coherent superpositions of its eigenstates are the rule,
not the exception. And, as QM lists several of the known rules of Nature, an immediate question we are urged to
ask is: Why it is so hard seeing or maintaining physical systems in states that are coherent with relation to certain
observables? Decoherence [125], einselection [126], and quantumDarwinism [127] are theories that give fine answers
to this question. An important conceptual hint for these theories can be traced back to 1935, when Schrödinger
exposed the idea that when two particles get entangled, they cannot be described “by endowing each of them with
a representative of its own” [128]. Decoherence theory recognizes that in the system-environment dynamics, in
Zeh’s words, “Any sufficiently effective interaction will induce correlations ... defining in general a large value of
entropy” of the system [125]. This increase in disorder is generally associated with the diminishing of quantum
coherence. By its turn, environment-induced superselection, or einselection [126], explains why some observables,
the so called pointer observables, are the chosen ones for classical reality. It is the commutativity of the system-
environment interaction Hamiltonian with the pointer observables that leads to the robustness of its eigenstates; and
to the disappearance of its superpositions. Quantum Darwinism identifies the special role information has in this
scenario. In addition to be able to “survive” under the influence of the environment, the pointer states are the ones
that most efficiently spread its information by getting correlated with many parts of the surroundings. This leads to
the classical feature of the classical world: redundancy, i.e., several observers can have non-disturbing access to the
same information [127].
The next natural question to be asked is about how much time it takes for the quantum-to-classical transition to
occur. That is to say, we want to understand when the pointer basis emerges. This question is usually addressed
in the following scenario. We consider a quantum system S and obtain information about it via another quantum
system M, the measurement apparatus. To do that, a pre-measurement evolution must take place to correlate S and
M, reflecting the possible observable values (or states) of S into the evolved states of M [129]. But S and M are, in
general, not isolate; and the interaction with the environment E correlates all the three entities, leading to increased
mixing of the joint state of S andM.We recall here that the pointer basis is said to have emerged if, in principle, we can
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The issue now is if such measurement must refer to S or to M. Starting with the first choice, the figure of merit
that have been usually used to quantify the time for the emergence of classicality is called the decoherence time,
or decoherence half-life. This quantity may represent the time taken for S to lose its coherence with relation to the
pointer basis [130–133]. It is here that the SCP enters the scene. As reported in Ref. [79], once in practice we look
at M to obtain information about S, it is the disappearance of the coherence of M in the pointer basis that marks
the transition to classicality. Such disappearance can be identified using psc, the time in which a sudden change
in the classical correlation CMhv between S and M occurs, if C
M
hv remains constant for later times [79, 134, 135]. It is
worthwhile mentioning that for non-Markovian environments, a more complex and interesting situation with the
possibility for more than one pointer observable and metastable pointer bases was reported in Ref. [136].
V. DYNAMICS OF CORRELATIONS
As described earlier, the SCP was predicted by studying the non-unitary evolution of the system. In other words,
considering that the system of interest interacts with uncontrolled degrees of freedom, collectively called environ-
ment. This interaction generates correlations between system and environment, causing an irreversible loss of infor-
mation from the system. Since there is no system that can be regarded as truly isolated, the study of the behavior
of the correlations (inside the system) under the action of decoherence channels is of major importance both from
theoretical and practical issues.
The usual description of the dynamics of open system is given by the so called master equation, a first order
differential equation for the reduced density operator describing the system, derived by means of second order per-
turbation theory [137]. This equation, which must have a well defined Lindblad structure [138], relies on two main
approximations: Weak coupling (between system and environment) and short correlation times (compared with the
typical decoherence time of the system). When such approximations are not satisfied, the dynamical description of
the system must change accordingly, and non-Markovian effects can appear. In classical mechanics, non-Markovian
effects are identified with memory. However, in quantum mechanics, this definition is not so direct and care must
be taken. We do not intend to discuss such issue here and we refer the reader to reference [46] for a recent review. In
what follows we consider some results concerning the Markovian and the non-Markovian dynamical evolutions of
correlations, in the context of the SCP.
A. Markovian dynamics of correlations
There is a vast literature on the subject of quantum correlations underMarkovian dynamics. Herewe just comment
on a few results, referring the reader to more technical, and complete, references.
Shortly after the publication of Ref. [23], the related phenomena of quantum and classical decoherence was pre-
dicted [139]. Considering energy-conserving dissipative maps (the ones described in Sec. III), a class of states were
identified such that before the sudden change point only the classical correlations are affected by decoherence and,
after this critical point, only the quantum correlations are affected. These two regimes were then called classical and
quantum decoherence [139]. An elegant geometric interpretation of the sudden change behavior, for the simple case
of Bell-diagonal states, was provided in Ref. [140], while the conditions for the correlations to stay constant, the so
called freezing phenomena, were put forward in Ref. [141], considering the phase damping channel.
Following these lines, in Ref. [142] it was proved that virtually all bona fide measures of quantum correlations
present the freezing effect under the same dynamical conditions. The authors considered the case of Bell-diagonal
states under the action of non-dissipative environments. A geometric interpretation was also provided.
Another interesting study was reported in Ref. [143]. Considering quantum correlations measured by quantum
discord and quantum work deficit, the multipartite case, under local noise, was addressed. Among the results of
the paper, a complementarity relation between the freezing time and the value of quantum correlation was pro-
vided. Moreover, a freezing index was introduced and its usefulness as a witness for quantum phase transition was
discussed.
Instead of correlations shared by distinct parts of the system, in Ref. [144] the authors addressed the dynamical
evolution of the correlations between the system and the environment. Specifically, they considered a two-qubit
system under the action of two independent channels (the Pauli and the amplitude damping maps). They found
that decoherence may occur without entanglement between system and environment and also that the initial non-
classical correlations, presented in the system, completely disappears, under certain conditions, being not transferred
to the environments [144].
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A new interpretation of the SCPwas introduced employing the idea of complementary correlations [145]. Consid-
ering two complementary observables acting on each one of the subsystems of a bipartite system, it was shown that
the sum of the local correlations between such observables is a good measure of the quantum correlations shared by
the composite system. The general conclusion is that the mixedness of the initial bipartite state is not enough for the
SCP, but the state also needs to present certain asymmetry with respect to local complementary observables [145].
Moreover, they also proved that a pure state will never present the SCP and that the freezing phenomena is not a
general property of all the Bell-diagonal states. It is important to mention that these results were obtained using the
quantum discord as a measure for quantum correlations.
An interesting connection between the SCP and quantum teleportation was reported in Ref. [146]. The transition
point between the classical and quantum decoherencewas associatedwith a transition point appearing in the fidelity
of the teleported state, signaling a change in the class of states that are harder to teleport.
B. Non-Markovian dynamics of correlations
Due to memory effects, non-Markovian evolution may presents a much richer dynamics than Markovian ones. In
this subsection we briefly describe some results in this field regarding the SCP.
The case of two qubits interacting with two independent non-Markovian environments was considered in Ref.
[147], where the dynamics of entanglement was compared with that one for quantum discord. The authors verified
that while entanglement can present a sudden death (entanglement disappears for all times after the critical one),
quantum discord can only vanish at some specific times. In Ref. [148] the authors addressed a similar problem, but
now they studied the case of a common reservoir, and the SCP was again observed. An important result of this last
work is the indication that the SCP is a characteristic feature of the evolution, for general initial conditions.
Regarding the freezing phenomenon, in Ref. [149] the case of two qubits under the action of local colored-noise
dephasing channels was considered. As a main result, it was observed that, depending on the geometry of the initial
state, the freezing phenomenon and the appearance of multiples SC was observed. Similar results were experimen-
tally observed in Ref. [150].
In Ref. [151] the non-Markovian dynamics of two geometric measures of quantum correlations were compared
with that one for the quantum discord considering the class of Bell-diagonal states. Although all the three consid-
ered measures share a common sudden change point, one of the geometric measures does not present the freezing
phenomenon. This scenario was then extended to include the treatment of the correlations between the system and
the environment in Ref. [152], where the appearance of the SC was studied as function of the system-environment
coupling.
Relying on trace distance, several measures of quantum correlations were defined in [153]. The main result of
this paper is the observation that the freezing behavior (and thus, the SCP) occurs for a larger class of states under
non-Markovian dynamics than the Bell-diagonal states.
The geometric quantum discord was employed in the development of a witness for the SCP for both Markovian
and non-Markovian dynamics in Ref. [154]. The dependence of the freezing effect on the choice of the correlation
measure were also analyzed in this work.
Reference [155] proved that all geometric basedmeasures of quantum correlations under the action of independent
quantum channels exhibit the freezing phenomenon, and thus also the SC, for the Bell-diagonal class of two qubit
states.
An interesting paper reported a study of several measures of quantum correlations, including entanglement, steer-
ing and the generalized discord, i.e. a definition of quantum correlations just like quantum discord, but based on the
Tsallis q-entropy [156]. In this work the authors discovered a hierarchy among all the quantum resources and were
able to identify a chronology of deaths and births (sudden changes) under non-Markovian channels.
All of the above studies considered the case in which the environments are all identical. In Ref. [157] the problem
of a two qubit system (considering Bell-diagonal states) under the action of distinct environments were addressed,
considering both Markovian and non-Markovian dynamics. The rules governing the time evolution of the classical
and quantum correlations, including the sudden change points, were established.
Studying the information flow for qubits under an Ohmic environment, in Ref. [158] it was discovered a class
of initial states for which quantum discord is forever frozen and the time-invariant discord was linked with non-
Markovianity.
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VI. THE DOUBLE SCP OF TRACE DISTANCE DISCORD
In this section we discuss the double sudden change phenomenon of trace distance discord (Dtr), a puzzling
effect with two sudden changes (SCs) for Dtr and only one SC for the associated classical correlation Ctr [134, 159].
But before doing that, let us mention that the possible existence of multiple sudden changes points for classical
and quantum correlation is known since the first studies regarding their dynamics under non-Markovian global
environments (see e.g. Ref. [160]). Also, as noticed in Ref. [161], two sudden change times can be obtained even
with a Bell-diagonal state subject to local Markovian environments, if the qubits are acted on by suitable nonidentical
surroundings. As an illustrative example, let us consider the dynamics of two qubits with the “qubit a” and “qubit
b” let to evolve under the action of the bit flip (with parametrized time p) and phase flip (with parametrized time
q := rp) channels, respectively (see Sec. III). Under these conditions the evolved Bell-diagonal state is determined by
the correlation vector:
Ξ
bf⊗pf
p,q = ((1− 2q)c1, (1− 2q)(1− 2p)c2, (1− 2p)c3) . (42)
Let’s assume also that the probability for the bit flip error is not greater than that for the phase flip: q < p ∴ r ∈ (0, 1).
We shall have thus that the second component of Ξbf⊗pfp,q decays faster than the third one, which by its turn decays
faster than the first one. Therefore, in this setting, any initial state with
|c2| > |c3| > |c1| (43)
will lead to two sudden changes for Chv andDoz if the crossing |c(p,q)2 | = |c(p,q)3 | happens before than the intersection
|c(p,q)2 | = |c(p,q)1 | does. This leads to the following additional requirement for the existence of a double sudden change:
r >
|c2| − |c3|
|c2| − |c1| . (44)
Once all these conditions are fulfilled and p ∈ [0, 2−1] is adopted, we will see the SCP taking place at the times
p(1)sc =
|c2| − |c3|
2r|c2| and p
(2)
sc =
|c3| − |c1|
2(|c3| − r|c1|) , (45)
as exemplified in Fig. 3. We remark that similar conditions can be obtained in an analogous manner for other
combinations of local channels. Besides, we observe that if r = 1 ∴ q = p then p
(2)
sc = 2−1 and there is only one SCP.
Now we shall address the double sudden change phenomenon (DSCP) per se. In order to do that we will make
use of the analytical formulas [135, 162] for the trace distance correlations of two-qubit X states:
ρx =


ρ11 0 0 |ρ14|eiφ14
0 ρ22 |ρ23|eiφ23 0
0 |ρ23|e−iφ23 ρ33 0
|ρ14|e−iφ14 0 0 ρ44

 . (46)
This class of state can be transformed into the standard form
ρxr =


ρ11 0 0 |ρ14|
0 ρ22 |ρ23| 0
0 |ρ23| ρ33 0
|ρ14| 0 0 ρ44

 (47)
by applying the following local unitary (LU) transformation:
U = Ua ⊗ Ub = e−i(φ14+φ23)σ3/4 ⊗ e−i(φ14−φ23)σ3/4. (48)
As a basic property required for correlation quantifiers is invariance under local unitaries, we can study the cor-
relations of ρx using its LU-equivalent version ρxr. When dealing with distance-based correlation measures, it is
frequently useful utilizing the Bloch representation for the density operator; which in this case is
ρxr = 2−2
(
I
ab + a3σ3 ⊗ Ib + b3Ia ⊗ σ3 +
∑3
j=1cjjσj ⊗ σj
)
, (49)
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Figure 3. Double sudden changes of Henderson-Vedral classical correlation and Ollivier-Zurek quantum discord for two qubits
prepared in a Bell-diagonal state with Ξ0 = (0.36,−0.76, 0.48) and with the qubits a and b undergoing, respectively, bit and
phase flip channels. In the inset are shown the evolved components of the correlation vector and the maximal one. Here we used
r = 0.8 and the sudden change times are seen to be p
(1)
sc ≈ 0.23 and p
(2)
sc ≈ 0.31, as marked by the gray lines.
where the non-null elements of the Bloch vectors and correlation matrix are
a3 = Tr(ρ
xrσ3 ⊗ Ib) = 2(ρ11 + ρ22)− 1, (50)
b3 = Tr(ρ
xr
I
a ⊗ σ3) = 2(ρ11 + ρ33)− 1, (51)
c11 = Tr(ρ
xrσ1 ⊗ σ1) = 2(|ρ23|+ |ρ14|), (52)
c22 = Tr(ρ
xrσ2 ⊗ σ2) = 2(|ρ23| − |ρ14|), (53)
c33 = Tr(ρ
xrσ3 ⊗ σ3) = 1− 2(ρ22 + ρ33). (54)
We observe that the effect of the LU above when transforming ρx into ρxr is: c11 : 2(Reρ23+Reρ14)→ 2(|ρ23|+ |ρ14|),
c22 : 2(Imρ23 − Imρ14)→ 0, c22 : 2(Reρ23 − Reρ14)→ 2(|ρ23| − |ρ14|), and c21 : −2(Imρ23 + Imρ14)→ 0.
Regarding the analytical formulas for the correlations, the trace distance discord of X states was obtained in Ref.
[162] and reads
Datr(ρ
x) := min
ρcq
dtr(ρ, ρcq) (55)
=
√
max (c233, a
2
3 +min (c
2
11, c
2
22))max (c
2
11, c
2
22)−min (c233,max (c211, c222))min (c211, c222)
max (c233, a
2
3 +min (c
2
11, c
2
22))−min (c233,max (c211, c222)) + max (c211, c222)−min (c211, c222)
. (56)
Closed formulas were obtained in Ref. [135] for the trace distance classical and total correlations:
Catr(ρ
x) := max
Πa
dtr(Πa(ρ
x),Πa(ρ
x
a ⊗ ρxb )) = κ+, (57)
Itr(ρ
x) := dtr(ρ
x, ρxa ⊗ ρxb ) =
1
4
1∑
j,k=0
|c11 + (−1)jc22 + (−1)k(c33 − a3b3)| = 1
2
(κ+ +max(κ+, κ0 + κ−)) . (58)
Above, κ+, κ0 and κ− are, respectively, the maximum, intermediate, and minimum value among the elements in
the list {|c11|, |c22|, |c33 − a3b3|}, Πa is a complete non-selective measurement map, and ρxa(b) = Trb(a)(ρx) are the
reduced density matrices. Its is interesting noticing here that for X states this definition of trace distance classical
correlation is symmetric, Catr(ρ
x) = Cbtr(ρ
x), while the associated discord measure is generally asymmetric [117],
Datr(ρ
x) 6= Dbtr(ρx), if a3 6= b3.
Next we consider the dynamics of ρxr under local phase damping channels, which maintain the X form for ρx,
and for its LU equivalent ρxrp , with the only changes:
c11 → c11(1− p)2 and c22 → c22(1− p)2; (59)
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all the other parameters remain constant with time. For easily seeing the mathematical origin of the DSCP, let us look
at the special case of Bell-diagonal states (a3 = b3 = 0). For these statesDtr(ρ
bd
p ) and Ctr(ρ
bd
p ) are given, respectively,
by the intermediate and maximum values among those in the list
(|c(p)11 |, |c(p)22 |, |c(p)33 |) = (|c11|(1− p)2, |c22|(1− p)2, |c33|). (60)
Thus, the analysis of the sudden changes of Ctr is equivalent to that for Chv (see Sec. III). On the other side, we
readily see that for a Bell-diagonal initial state with
|c11| > |c22| > |c33| (61)
at the times
p(1)sc = 1−
√
|c33|
|c22| and p
(2)
sc = 1−
√
|c33|
|c11| (62)
the intermediate value changes, and so does the decay rate of Dtr. In summary, the number of SCs of Dtr is greater
than the number of abrupt changes of Ctr. This is the main feature of the DSCP, which is exemplified in Fig. 4. We
notice that the analysis forX states can be made in a similar fashion, just by replacing c33 with c33 − a3b3.
Figure 4. Double sudden change phenomenon of trace distance quantum discord for Bell-diagonal states (with (c11, c22, c33) =
(0.49,−0.14,−0.10)) evolving under the action of local independent phase damping channels. As shown by the gray lines, there
are two sudden changes of Dtr , at p
(1)
sc ≈ 0.16 and at p
(2)
sc ≈ 0.55, while the decaying rate of the classical correlation Ctr changes
abruptly only at p
(2)
sc . It is noteworthy that the total correlation is (nearly) equal to the classical correlation for most values of p; a
fact that may motivate the questioning about the suitability of these correlations definitions. Moreover, we identify the existence
of abrupt changes also for Itr at p± = 1−
√
|c33|/(|c11| ± |c22|) (for this initial state p− ≈ 0.47 and p+ ≈ 0.60). As the definition
of Itr entails not extremizations at all, this effect has to be induced by the trace distance itself.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, Dtr(ρ
bd
p ) = |c33| is constant, or freezed, for p ∈ (p(1)sc , p(2)sc ). Given the recognized utility
of quantum discord as a resource for some tasks in quantum information science, its robustness to noise is a most
welcome feature; one that we should try to maintain for howmuch time as we can. In the case of Bell-diagonal states
described above, we can begin doing that by choosing |c22| = |c33|, what implies in p(1)sc = 0. The next step is trying
to get p
(2)
sc as close to one as possible. But we perceive that the positivity of ρbd restricts the possible values of c33 and
c11; and this will lead to the following tradeoff between p
(2)
sc and the constant value of Dtr:
Dctetr ≤
(1− p(2)sc )2
1 + 2(1− p(2)sc )2
=: D˜ctetr .
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Therefore, for instance, p
(2)
sc = 20 ⇒ Dctetr = 0, p(2)sc = 2−1 ⇒ Dctetr ≤ 0.16, and p(2)sc = 2−2 ⇒ Dctetr ≤ 0.26. The upper
bound D˜ctetr for the constant value of TDD is shown in Fig. 5 for p
(2)
sc ∈ [0, 1].
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Figure 5. Upper bound for the constant value of trace distance discord as a function of the second sudden change time. This
bound holds for any Bell-diagonal state with |c22| = |c33| and evolving under local-independent phase damping channels.
The double sudden change phenomenon, which has been considered to be a genuine quantum feature [134], is
a very interesting effect. Notwithstanding, as discussed in this section, there are several open questions motivated
by the analysis of this phenomenon. Some examples of such questions are: Can we give a physical interpretation
to the DSCP? Isn’t the DSCP simply a byproduct of the distance measure utilized? Shouldn’t we further analyze
which properties a distance measure should have to be used in correlations quantification [163]? For which other
distance or distinguishability measures this kind of effect can be observed [164, 165]? We think that in addressing
these questions, we can deep our understanding about quantum systems and its correlations.
VII. FINAL REMARKS, OPEN QUESTIONS, AND PERSPECTIVES
The sudden change phenomenon of quantum discord is an interesting and elusive effect. Despite the considerable
amount of work dedicated or related to it have been constructing some knowledge, we are yet faced with more open
questions than answers. Some of the main issues we leave here are:
Symmetry is a central concept in physics and is central e.g. for conservations laws. Can the resource theory of
asymmetry bring to light the possible relevance of the SCP in physics?
Quantum discord has been shown to be a surprisingly general “order parameter” for phase transitions. As the
sudden modification of its rate of change with the physical parameter determining the system state (phase) seems
to play a key role here, it would be fruitful to pursue more formal connections between the SCP and symmetry
(breaking) in phase transitions.
It is now clear that composite-discordant quantum states are the resource making possible the efficient implemen-
tation of several tasks in quantum information science. And, in our ever going fight against some noise interactions,
the complete robustness of QD to environment influences is a most welcome feature it possesses. On the other side,
one can also identify the existence of tradeoffs between the constant value of QD and the amount of time it can stay
unchanged. It is important thus to analyze what kind of limitation this last effect can have on the possible practical
applications of quantum discord.
Also, from the overall analysis we made here, on one side we can conclude that, as different discord functions
are related to different physical or operational quantities, then the interpretation of the SCP could also be measure
dependent. On the other hand, if future investigations happen to give a universal physical meaning to the SCP,
then this fact could be considered in order to infer further conditions discord functions should have to satisfy to be
faithfully used for the sake of quantum correlations quantification.
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